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theres also the hub feature that lets you see messages from your social media accounts, email and text messages all in one area. and theres also the blackberry passport which has a huge and powerful camera and is much more of a full-function phone. on the software side of things, its very basic. as a blackberry, you
can access the web, use apps, etc. its a pretty basic blackberry. but again, the hub is a neat feature if you want to consolidate your messages from various social media accounts into one area. however, if you have a smartphone, this isnt much of a phone. there was no way to find a movie theater in the area, i couldnt

make a dinner reservation, and i couldnt check the weather. so thats not a good phone. however, theres a new option for blackberry users: the key2. its the first blackberry in decades to come with a physical keyboard. and theres a big bonus as well: it also comes with android 6.0 marshmallow. ive been using the
key2 for the past week and ive come to the conclusion that this phone isnt as useless as i once thought it was. its not a phone. its a good, midrange, dual-sim blackberry. it has a good screen, decent camera, and an excellent keyboard. the hub is now blackberrys way of bringing google now to your blackberry, but it
doesnt do it nearly as well. i love the simplicity of it, but for me it was an extremely shallow experience. its a great idea, but there are so many apps that are already doing that work for me that it wasnt a big deal for me. the answer to many people seems to be to ditch the blackberry altogether and only use android

devices. i think that is the wrong answer for a few reasons. for one thing, im a huge fan of bbm and i dont think i could go back to using the android version of that app. secondly, most of the apps that you need are also available on blackberrys, so its a no brainer for me to use a blackberry. and finally, its such a
shame to throw away years of the history of blackberrys and the brand. after all, the z30 is a beautiful, high quality device. im just using it wrong.
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so if youre looking for a solid, no-nonsense phone, the key2 is definitely worth your time. while it doesnt have the star power of the iphone, its good enough to satisfy even the most demanding users. the key2 isnt a flop, but it isnt going to be the phone to make you fall in love with your smartphone. its a solid, little
package that shouldnt disappoint. in short, i find myself using the key2 more than my more expensive phones. but thats not to say the key2 is a bad investment. it is a solid piece of tech that i would recommend to anyone looking for a solid, no-nonsense smartphone. the key2 isnt going to blow anyone away, but if
youre looking for an inexpensive, reliable phone that you can easily use every day, then this is the phone for you. ive used the key2 for over a week now. although ive only been to a handful of truck stops during my time with it, the key2 is amazing. ive always been a fan of blackberrys mainstay keyboard. i miss the
keys and the one-handed navigation i used to be able to do while using the key2. the key2s unique navigation of swiping using the capacitive keys is a novel design that im sure will take time to get used to. but for someone who wants to use the keyboard, the key2 is an amazing tool. blackberry has always been a

part of our trucks here at ecc. weve used blackberrys mainstay keyboard on our previous blackberrys. i miss the keys and the one-handed navigation i used to be able to do while using the key2. the key2s unique navigation of swiping using the capacitive keys is a novel design that im sure will take time to get used to.
but for someone who wants to use the keyboard, the key2 is an amazing tool. 5ec8ef588b
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